
Turner’s emphasis on light and color marks him as a precursor to the impressionists. His paintings1

were immensely popular. See note at end of presentation.
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Outline:
I. Technological Changes

A. Farming (agriculture)
B. Cloth (textiles)
C. Power
D. Transportation
E. Communication
F. Materials
G. Miscellaneous 

II. The Social Changes
A. Adjusting to the new conditions
B. Reacting to the new conditions

1. Socialism
2. Communism

C. Further economic developments
1. Adam Smith and the defense of capitalism
2. The Twin Declarations of Independence (1776)
3. The Corporation
4. Other economic developments

Slide notes–where relevant–are printed here as footnotes.
As much as possible, I used works of art to illustrate points, but only those illustrations
with footnotes are listed here, and then, not quite all.

The Industrial Revolution

The industrial revolution refers to the period of time when machines began to be
developed rapidly, speeding up the production of wealth and therefore changing
society.
[illustration: JMW Turner, The Fighting Temeraire]  1

The changes brought about by the industrial revolution were not only technological,
but also social.

It happened first in Britain, then spread to the continent and to the USA.

Why Britain first?
Because low taxation allowed more individuals to become wealthy, and wealthy

individuals were able to build factories.
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1819 Jethro Wood developed the cast iron plow.

1833 John Lane developed a steel-blade plowshare.
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Because more economic freedom encouraged entrepreneurs to invest in
factories.

Because English society was able to adjust to the necessary social changes.
Because the Scottish were very inventive.

Copy this outline onto a sheet of paper and follow along as we progress through it:
Write a check to the left of each item as we reach it.

I. Technological Changes
A. Farming (agriculture)
B. Cloth (textiles)
C. Power
D. Transportation
E. Communication
F. Materials
G. Miscellaneous 

II. The Social Changes
A. Adjusting to the new conditions
B. Reacting to the new conditions

1. Socialism
2. Communism

C. Further economic developments
1. Adam Smith and the defense of capitalism
2. The Twin Declarations of Independence (1776)
3. The Corporation
4. Other economic developments

Let us consider the technological changes first.

I. Technological Changes

New machines initially affected two areas:
Farming (agriculture), and
Cloth (textiles)

A. Farming (agriculture)

Farming practices in general were improved.
Plowing, planting, and reaping were all mechanized.

Jethro Tull invented the seed drill, which enabled farmers to plant seeds in
rows.2



1837     John Deere developed a steel plow.Cyrus

1838     McCormick developed the first reaper.

1858 John Fowler introduced the steam plow.

 1. Seed drill enabled weed control without the fallow field system.3

  2. Growing clover in the previously fallow field meant more food for cattle (resulting in more meat)

and rejuvenated fields (resulting in more grain).

 3. More efficient farm methods required fewer workersS4
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Previously, seeds were broadcast sown, which meant that farmers could not walk
into fields to pull weeds. Thus, the three field system was necessary to handle
weeds.

Now, weeds could be reached by farmers walking into the field between the
rows and the third field was thereby freed to produce food.

To handle the problem of wheat (for example) robbing the soil of nutrients,
James Townshend discovered that clover would restore the soil’s fertility (by
fixing nitrogen in the soil—which is needed by grain plants).

In addition, clover, although not a food eaten by humans, is eaten by cattle.
That meant more cattle could be supported, and the people could eat more
meat.

More, cheaper grain; more meat—that meant healthier people. Lifespans began
to increase, as well as populations.

More machinery on the farm and better practices (such as growing clover) 
led to greater efficiency and fewer farmhands producing more food,
. . .and unemployment.

Review Questions:
1, 2. What two factors meant that British farmers could produce more food?3

Unemployed workers began to drift toward cities (remember this).

Review question:
3. In the early Industrial Revolution, what caused hight unemployment among farm
workers?4

B. Cloth (textiles)
There are three stages in organizing fibers into clothes:

1. Cleaning the fibers and twisting them into thread
2. Weaving the fibers into cloth
3. Cutting the cloth and sewing it into clothes



 4. spinning, 5. weaving, 6. sewing5

 The cloth is reduced to its individual fibers by pounding, typically by large, water wheel powered6

hammers. The mild reorganization is similar to that of felt—nonwoven mats of fibers.

 Note the date on the patent drawing—1846. The animation shows the claw foot of a sewing7

machine pulling the cloth forward after a stitch has been made.

Note that the Constable wheel is an undershot wheel (depending on the force of flowing water),8

while the upper wheel is an overshot wheel (depending on the weight of the water).
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Review questions:
4, 5, 6. What are the three stages of organizing fibers into clothes?5

(Remember—until a machine was invented that could chew a medium size tree
into its individual fibers (around 1850), paper was made from old clothes.)
To turn cloth into paper, the fibers have to be disorganized  into the original
fibers and then reorganized—mildly—into paper.6

The industrial revolution mechanized all the processes of making cloth, with the
sewing machine about a century behind spinning and weaving.
[illustrations of a sewing machine7

Mechanizing the 3 parts of organizing fibers into clothes:
1. Weaving was mechanized first, allowing cloth to be made more cheaply.
2. Mechanized spinning produced thread more cheaply.
3. Sewing continued by hand until in the 1860s Elias Howe invented the sewing

machine.

“Footnote” 1: Eli Whitney’s cotton gin made a large supply of cheap cotton 
available.
“Footnote” 2: The old guild system of market controls restrained using the
traditional wool and flax fibers, but the new cotton fibers were outside guild
control.

C. Power
Early machines were powered by water wheels and therefore had to be placed
alongside rivers. [water wheel illustrations ]8

When James Watt invented a steam engine (actually, he improved an earlier
invention, making it practical), factories could use his engines to power their
machinery, and could be placed anywhere where coal was available.

Review questions:
7. Why were machines in the early industrial revolution placed beside rivers?



 7. because they were powered by water, using water wheels.9

   8. the invention of the steam engine

1804 Richard Trevithick built a locomotive to run on iron tracks. (The10

first tracks had flanges to hold the wheels on them. Soon, however, the flanges

were switched to the wheels, where they remained.

1814 George Stephenson and his son built the Rocket, which set the

form for later locomotives by winning a contest against other locomotives

1825 First commercial railroad opened—the Stockton-Darlington

Railway, using a Stephenson engine

1829 First railways in the USA and France

Robert Fulton developed the first commercially successful steamboat. The problem, of course, was11

transmitting power to the water. The first solution—a stern paddle wheel or a pair midships, was delicate

and not well suited to stormy ocean travel. By the 1840s the superior brass screw propeller had replaced

the paddle wheel.

1783 Jean de Jouffroy d’Abbans built a steamboat (plus at least three others)

9. They used the steam engine first to turn a paddle wheel, then to turn a screw letter.12
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8. What enabled factories to move away from rivers?9

It would be the end of the nineteenth century before the electric motor would
begin to replace the steam engine in factories.

D. Transportation
Around 1810 the steam engine was placed on a wagon, producing a steam-
driven vehicle. By the 1820s this had developed into the railroad, riding on its
own strengthened road, iron tracks.10

By 1940 the steam-powered engine was becoming obsolete, but its look had
become modern. [illustration]

The steam engine was also applied to moving ships.11

First generation power transfer to paddle wheels [illustration]
Second generation power transfer via screw propeller [illustration]

Review question:
9. How did inventors of the steam boat transfer the power of a steam engine to the
water?12

To bring coal to steam engine-powered factories, canals were constructed (as
water transportation has always been the cheapest way to transport bulky
materials [already mentioned in 1a Introduction to World History presentation]

E. Communication



Some consider Michael Faraday the greatest experimental scientist who ever lived. The work here13

all related to the principle of electromagnetism. The electric motor and generator are identical in form. The

difference is that the electric motor inputs electricity and outputs a rotating shaft, while the generator

receives input from a rotating shaft (typically driven by a steam turbine) and outputs electricity.

(The music here, Nimrod, starts out very low).

Englishmen Charles Wheatstone and William F. Cooke also invented the telegraph at the same14

time. Morse’s code became the language of telegraphy.

Ma Bell is a nickname derived from Bell’s phone company—AT&T. The company was broken up by a federal

judge in 1982 into Ma Bell (Long Lines and Bell Labs—now Lucent Technology) and the seven regional

“baby” bells. The mother company declined and was bought in 2005 by one of the baby bells--SBC

corporation, which changed its name to AT&T. The former AT&T built one of the outstanding New York

skyscrapers in the 1980s—The AT&T building, now owned by Sony. It is in the postmodern style and was

designed by Philip Johnson.

One of Bell’s descendents runs the National Geographic Society.

Satellite communication replaced and expanded transoceanic phone lines because of the limited15

capacity of copper cable. The development of the vastly superior fiber-optic cable restored the dominance of

cable over satellite. Banks like the data security of cable.
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In the 1830s, the great experimental scientist Michael Faraday made fundamental
discoveries about electricity, discovering, among other things, the principles
underlying the electromagnet, the electric motor, and the electric generator.13

Building on this, painter Samuel Morse invented the simple telegraph system
(1844) and Alexander Graham Bell the telephone (1876).14

By 1869, the first telegraph cable had been laid across the Atlantic Ocean. Today
dozens of copper and fiber optic cables cross the world’s oceans.15

Neat, print-like writing became possible when the typewriter was invented.

F. Materials
Iron, the new material of the industrial revolution, required lots of high
temperature fuel. Wood had to be modified to increase its burning temperature.
By heating wood in the absence of air, the parts that burned at a lower
temperature were boiled away, producing the hotter burning charcoal. 
Britain’s forests were being consumed at an alarming rate.

Then, Abraham Darby made an invaluable discovery in 1709. If you gave coal
the same heat-without-air treatment, the result provided a high heat fuel called
coke.
And there was an abundance of coal in Britain.

By 1779, new iron bridges began to be constructed, which were both cheaper
and very strong.

New British trade abroad threatened to overwhelm the major port of Britain—the



Milan’s Galleria Vittorio Emmanuele was built between 1865 and 1877 (and thus its construction16

parallels exactly Reconstruction. At the far end, across the street, is La Scala, the famous opera house. At

the front entrance is the city plaza and the Milan Cathedral. Today a McDonald’s occupies the first and

second floor of this corner.

Bessamer’s process produced batches of steel by blowing air through the liquid iron, increasing17

the surface exposed to oxygen (thus facilitating the burning away of impurities). The Siemens process

(1863) is continuous and therefore more efficient.

The Eiffel Tower is in excellent condition due to continuous maintenance. It is also painted a18

different color (in the green-brown areas) every seven years. It It is made of wrought iron on a base of

reinforced concrete.
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Pool of London (the part of the Thames River just east of London Bridge. New
docks were carved out of the land in the East End of London, connected by short
canals to the river.

Here is a picture of the Pool of London, after 1894. Note that the Tower Bridge
at the east end of the Pool has a raiseable center section to let ships through. 

Iron was used to arcade the Galleria in Milan, Italy.16

Although iron was immensely useful, it had defects, such as brittleness. Iron
treated to remove all impurities except about 3% carbon was a so much better
material that it was called by a different name—steel.

But steel was costly to produce and remained rare.

Petroleum was known from places where it leaked to the surface, but in such
small quantities that it played no important economic role.
In 1859 the first oil well (in Pennsylvania) began a rush for a new
product—petroleum oil for lubrication and lamps. At the time, gasoline was an
unwanted byproduct of the distillation of oil.

Although iron was immensely useful, it had defects, such as brittleness. Iron
treated to remove all impurities except about 3% carbon was a so much better
material that it was called by a different name—steel.
But steel was costly to produce and remained rare.

In 1856, however, Henry Bessamer invented a process by which iron could be
turned into steel cheaply (later, the German inventor Siemens improved the
process).17

By 1900 engineers were comfortable enough with the new material that they had
abandoned iron for most purposed.

The Eiffel Tower, built in 1889, still was made out of iron.18



 1890 The first steel-frame tall building (Chicago)19

 10. Charcoal, iron, steel, and petroleum20

 11. metal lathe21

   12. interchangeable parts

   13. standardized parts

The metal lathe allows metal bores to be produced accurately; likewise, metal pistons can be22

machined accurately with the metal lathe. Accurate piston/cylinder fit means less blowby between the

cylinder walls and the cylinders and therefore more pressure is effectively used to push the piston, and less

wasted fuel.
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By 1900 engineers were comfortable enough with the new material that they had
abandoned iron for most purposes.19

Petroleum was known from places where it leaked to the surface, but in such
small quantities that it played no important economic role.

In 1859 the first oil well (in Pennsylvania) began a rush for a new
product–petroleum oil for lubrication and lamps. At the time, gasoline was an
unwanted byproduct of the distillation of oil.

Review question:
10. What four materials have just been discussed above?20

G. Miscellaneous 
For about 30 years steam engines were never very powerful because much
steam leaked between the pistons and the cylinder walls.
Why? Because it was impossible to make pistons and cylinders fit together so
well that steam leakage was minimized.

Review questions:
11-13. List three miscellaneous developments from the following slides.21

In 1794 a metal lathe was invented, which enabled this accuracy and thus made
possible high power steam engines needed for such applications as pulling trains
(they were also more fuel efficient).

Here, an older wood lathe is used to shape a baseball bat [illustration].22

In the first half of the 1800s, interchangeable parts meant that such products as
Samuel Colt’s pistols could be assembled by semi-skilled workers more cheaply
than before.
Good news for common workers, but not such good news for skilled ones.



Conflicts over standards include the compact cassette/8 track one; the VHS/Betamax conflict;  the23

Laserdisc/Selectavision one; and the HD/Blu-ray one.
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Standardized parts made all kinds of production easier. An example of a
standardized part is notebook paper, which in the USA is always 8 ½ by 11
inches (or 8 by 10 ½ inches), no matter who makes it. Other examples include
lumber, nail, and screw sizes. Today, high definition TV recording devices have
not yet reached the single standard needed to make them desirable to most
people.23

Finally, by the second half of the 1800s, power began to provided better light for
houses and streets in the form of the gas lamp.

But hardly had the gas infrastructure been installed in many cities than Thomas
Edison improved electric light so much that he is given credit for inventing it.

II. The Social Changes

Wealthy entrepreneurs began to build factories around the new inventions.
Where would they find workers?

Remember the unemployed farmhands that drifted to the cities?
Agricultural advances caused an urban workforce to be available;
new factories created jobs for them.

A. Adjusting to the new conditions

In the factory, the owner had all the power. He could pay the workers very little
because there was an abundance of labor available.

Thus, the standard of living of the factory workers declined below what they had
had as farm workers.

Families usually had to put their small children to work to survive. Such work
endangered the health and lives of children.

Housing, built by the owners for their workers, was miserable and unhealthy.

 (The new factories indeed created much wealth, but the wealth flowed mostly to
the entrepreneurs.)

This was capitalism in the early industrial revolution—power and wealth to the
owners, poverty and suffering for the (lower class) workers.

Was capitalism bad for most people?



 14. Bewcause the supply of workers was higher than the demand24

Marx called this series of conflicts the dialectic. The existing power is the thesis, while the25

developing power is the antithesis. The new way is the synthesis, which becomes the new thesis.
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So it seemed!

Review question:
14. Why did workers in the early industrial revolution receive low wages?  24

B. Reacting to the new conditions

A first answer came to the defects of capitalism:
1. Socialism

The socialists called for government ownership of factories—the
government would give the wealth produced by the workers to the
workers, lifting them out of poverty.

Although a few altruistic owners shared the wealth by creating socialistic
factories, most did not. Robert Owen’s Lanark factory is shown here.

The majority of citizens—the workers—did not have the political power to
implement socialism.

A second answer to the defects of capitalism came by the middle of the
19  century:th

2. Communism

After socialism failed to materialize, a more extreme answer to the defects
of capitalism appeared: communism, advocated most notably by Karl
Marx.

Karl Marx studied history, spending many years in the Reading Room of
the British Museum (shown here), and developed an interpretation of
history based on the view that every way of life meets with a contradictory
force. Out of the resulting conflict, a new way of life develops.25

According to Marx:
Out of slavery, feudalism developed.
Out of feudalism, the industrial working class (the industrial proletariat,
using his term).

Now, the conflict between owners and the industrial proletariat will result
in the last development: communism.



The quote is from The Communist Manifesto of 1848, which Marx was commissioned by an early26

communist group to write.

15. They would be paid according to their need.27
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Workers of the world, unite! You have nothing to lose but your chains.  26

-Karl Marx, 1848
Then, a workers’ dictatorship will begin.

In Marx’s new communist economic system even human nature will
change:

Each worker will work according to his ability (not for more pay).
Each worker will receive wages according to his need (not
according to how much work he does).

Review question:
15. According to Karl Marx, how would the wages of workers be determined?27

Followers of Marx led communist revolutions in the 20  century, notablyth

in Russia and China. They looked to the French Revolution for their
model.

But capitalism changed, making the communist revolution unnecessary.

In 1832 a parliamentary commission revealed the great suffering of
workers, and led to corrective legislation.
In 1832 members of parliament extended the vote, giving more
citizens a voice in the government.
Charles Dickens’ novels, which revealed the plight of the poor,
were influential in stimulating further legislation supporting the
workers.

C. Further economic developments

1. Adam Smith and the defense of capitalism
In 1776 Adam Smith wrote his influential book, The Wealth of Nations,
the first book of the new science of economics.

Adam Smith argued 
that each man working for his own selfish interests will help society
as a whole;
that specialized labor is more efficient than one man doing all the
steps needed to produce a product;
that government should keep out of the way of economic activity,



16. Because they cannot lose more money than they invest.28
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except to maintain competition.

His book strongly influenced government policies and social
attitudes in Western Civilization.
Followed completely, the result was laissez faire

capitalism—capitalism with almost no limits.

2. The Twin Declarations of Independence (1776)
Political: the American Declaration of Independence
Economic: The Wealth of Nations

3. The Corporation
When an individual dies, his debts (if they exceed his assets) die with him.
A corporation is legally like an individual.
That means an investor cannot lose any more than he has invested.
The corporation makes it easier for many to invest, as investors do not
help run the company.
Thus, larger amounts of capital can be raised than in a partnership
(partners share in running the company and risk all their possessions if
the company fails).

New laws creating the corporation made larger, capital-hungry companies
possible and encouraged greater levels of investment.

Review question:
16. Why are people more likely to invest in a company if it is a corporation?28

4. Other economic developments
The king’s debt became the public debt.
The establishment of the Bank of England  (1694) enabled new financial
practices to develop.

In 1851, the United Kingdom presented the International Exposition to show off
its industrial accomplishments. Even the building in Hyde Park where the
Exhibition was held was a product of the industrial revolution—it was
prefabricated and assembled on the spot out of glass and iron.

Music heard
1. “So Many Questions, So Little Time”, sung by Patty Loveless, words and music by
Jay Levy and Herb Pederson from Country Music for Kids (wma file), copyright 1992
Jaylevy Music/Dusty Sink Music/Wonderland Music Company, Inc. (BMI) Words below

2. “Waitin’ for the Train to Come In”, sung by Peggy Lee, from Songs that Won World
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War II (lossless wma file)

3. “Nimrod”, 9  Variation, from The Enigma Variations, by Sir Edward Elgar, recordedth

by the English Symphony Orchestra, directed by William Boughton (NI 5206) (wma
file)

4.”Explosions Polka”, by Johann Strauss Jr., performed by the Cincinnatti Pops,
directed by Erich Kunzel, from Ein Straussfest (MP3 file)

Notable paintings shown
1. Joseph Mallord William Turner (1775-1851), The Fighting Temeraire, ‘Tugged to her
Last Berth to be Broken Up’, London, National Gallery of Art (slide 2 & 38) . HMS
Temeraire was Lord Nelson’s ship and thus this sad event marks the end of an era.
Turner’s favorite painting.

2. William Hogarth (1697-1764), Marriage a la mode, Scene II in the Morning, London,
The National Gallery of Art (slide 3) Hogarth made his paintings as advertisements for
the engravings of the paintings, which he sold in his shop. His paintings are social
commentaries.

3. Jean Francois Millet (1814-1875), The Gleaners, Paris, Orsay Museum (slide 10) One
of the world’s most famous paintings, it shows gleaners, who come through the field
after the harvesters have taken most of the grain. In the Old Testament, Ruth was a
poor woman who gleaned small amounts of grain left behind by the primary grain
gatherers.

4. Pieter Brueg[h]el (or Breughel) (1525-1569), The Harvesters, New York,
Metropolitan Museum (slide 11) This is from his famous series of seasonal paintings,
most of which made their way from his home in Flanders to Vienna’s History of Art
Museum.

5. John Constable (1776-1837), Parham Mill at Gillingham, Yale University (slide 25)
Constable is famous for his landscapes.

6. Thomas Hart Benton (1889-1975), Down on the Farm Rice Harvest, (advertisement
illustration) (slide 29 & 9)

7. Claude Monet (1840-1926), Train in the Country, Paris, Orsay Museum (slide 34)
The Orsay, opened in the 1980s diagonally opposite the Louvre, contains that part of
the Louvre collection created between 1848 and 1914.

8. Thomas Eakins (1844-1916), Max Schmidt in a Single Scull, New York, Metropolitan
Museum (slide 51)

9. Pierre Auguste Renoir (1841-1919), Le pont des arts (slide 52)
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10. Alfred Sisley (1839-1899), Bridge Villaneuve la Garenneat, New York, Metropolitan
Museum (slide 53)

So Many Questions, So Little Time
Why does the sky turn dark at night?
And why does rain fall down?
What makes a star shine oh so bright?
And why when we’re sad do we frown?

How does a bird stay up high in the sky?
By flapping his wings real hard.
It makes no difference how much I try
I’m grounded in my own backyard.

Chorus:
So many questions—I want to know why
So many questions—So little time
So many questions—I want to know why
So little, so little time.

How does a bee find his way, way back home
When he’s miles and miles from his hive?
And how does a seal see beneath the sea foam?
 —Fish dinner is his for a dive.

Can a cool river walk when its too tired to run?
 Can a cat that is sleeping have dreams?
Why is a barrel of monkeys such fun?
Can a choo-choo train chug without steam?
 
Chorus:

Bridge:
Sometimes there are no easy answers 
For the questions and riddles we pose
But if you keep on asking and wondering why
You’ll find that your knowledge just grows
You’ll find that your knowledge grows

Chorus:
Repeat chorus, then repeat last line


